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Summary. The subject of the considerations is a grid, the deformation of which is described by
the translations u=(0, 0, «3) and the rotations (p = ((pl, <p2, 0). By introducing the vector x the
set of three difference equations (2.3) is reduced to the set of simple difference equations (2.5).
A few examples of solution are given in which the Fourier finite sine transformation and expo-
nential transformation are used.

i

1. Introduction. Let us consider an orthogonal grid of bars as represented in
Fig. 1. Let us denote by (x1, x2, x3) a node of this grid, the neighbouring nodes
being denoted by (x1 + l, x2, x3), etc. We assume that the grid is regular and that
the nodes are spaced by equal distances lu 12, h in the direction of the axes xi, x2, x3.
Let the rigidity for bending, torsion and tension be the same in all the three direc-
tions which are orthogonal.

M3k

P3k

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

It is assumed that the external loads, composed of forces P = (P1,P2,P3) and
moments M = ( M \ M2, M% act on the nodes only thus producing a deformation
of the system. The nodes of the grid undergo displacements U=(M 1 , U2, U3) and
rotations cp = (q>1, cp2, q>3). The positive directions of u, <p, P and M are shown in Fig. 2.

7—[409]
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On substituting the forces exerted by the bars on the nodes into the equilibrium
equations of the latter, we obtain a set of six equations, the unknowns being the
components of the displacement u and the rotation <p [1, 2]. These equations are

" /f2l l j - « ' C rn2 n' C (I)3=—PL

and

(1.2)

6 ) - / M 3
2 ]

and constitute a set of difference equations, in which the following difference
operators have been introduced

A2 -.1 /Y-1 -.-2 \-3\ fnX (v\ i t V2 v"'̂  .9rn^ tv^ v2 v^-t-f f l^ (Y^ 1 Y Y^
ZJ i (p ^ X , A , A ^ — W I A ~ t " l , X ).& ) £I/J yA y A , -\ ) T^ y . \ A i , ^v , ^ ^ ,

(1.3) d (p3 (x\ x2, x3) = g>3 (xi+1, x2, x3)-<p3 (x1-!, x2,x3), #

C2 r/)2 (x1, x2, x3) = (»2 (xl, x2 + \, x3)-<p2 (x\x2-l, x3), etc.

The following symbols will denote the rigidities for torsion

GC1 . GC2 GC3

fix = } > ft2 = ', . Pi ~ 7 >
' i (2 '3

where /?,, j?2> ̂ 3 concern the bars lu /2, /3, respectively.' C1, C2, C3 are quantities
depending on the form of the cross-sections of the bars lu l2, l3 and G is the shear
modulus.

The symbols
EA1 EA2 EA3

denote the rigidities for tension and A1, A2, A3 —the cross-sectional areas of the
bars, the lengths of which are lx, l2,13, respectively. E is Young's modulus.

The rigidities for bending are denoted by two indices. Thus, the flexural rigi-
dities i/ji, r;3i are connected with the direction x{ (the bar of length lx) and rji2,

2E12

t]32 with the direction*2 and rji 3, r\23 with the direction x3. As an example//2 j = — - —
1

denotes the flexural rigidity of the bar lu the moment of inertia being taken about
the x'-axis which passes through the centre of gravity of the cross-sectioh of the bar.

Knowing the displacements u and the rotations cp of the nodes, we can determine
the forces and the moments at the nodes from the following transformation equa-
tions of structural mechanics [3]

,Mtk=ti(2q>i + <p3+ii'(vl-vll)> Mkl=ri(2(pk+<pi)+)i'(vi-vk),

(1.4) Tlk=-r1'(fpi+<fik)-r,"(vi-vk), Tkt=

ffik=X(uk-ut), Hk\=X(uk-ut), ^ik
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Fig. 3 shows the nodal bending moments Mik, Mkl, torques Wtk, W.kh shear forces
Tn, Tkl and axial forces Hlk, Hki. Finally, the figure shows the positive directions
•of the displacements uhuk,vhi)k and rotations <pt, <pk,Vi,y/k-

Fig. 3

2. The plane deformation. Similarly to the theory of elasticity the plane state of
•deformation will be considered by assximing that all the causes and results are
independent of the variable x3. As a result the set of equations (1.1) (1.2) is separated
into two independent sets of equations.

In the first set the unknown quantities are the following components of the
"vectors u and cp:

(2.1) u = (M \«2 ,0

In the second set the unknowns are

= (0,0,

(2.2) u = (0,0,M
3),

In what follows, we shall be concerned with the latter plane state of deformation,
for which the equilibrium equations are

(2.3)

where the following symbols have been introduced

El1 El2 El1 __£I2 _GCl

j ~ , ri:=~Y~> y=~j~~> y-~r~> Pm i
h 'l h h 'l

77 = -
GC2

The set of Eqs. (2.3) is characterized by a symmetric matrix of coefficients, which
is a consequence of the reciprocity Betti theorem. Let us introduce the following
expressions of the quantities r/>\ (p2, «3 in terms of a stress functions constituting
a vector X = (x\ X2, X3)

(2.4)

where the following difference operators have been introduced

=fj" A 2 + t]" A 2
2 .
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On substituting (2.4) into Eqs. (2.3) we obtain a set of three separate equations

(2.5) M-M1, QX
2 = M2, QX

3 = -P\

where

Q=DY D2D3-fj'
2 C\Dy-n'2 C\D2 .

Let us observe that the vector x plays the same role as the Galerkin vector in static
problems of the theory of elasticity. The solution procedure is as follows. For
prescribed right-hand members of Eqs. (2.3) we solve Eqs. (2.5). After determining
the vector x we find the functions cpl, tp1, u3 from the expressions (2.4).

Let us consider an infinite lattice of bars in plane deformation. To solve Eqs.
(2.5) use will be made of a Fourier transformation developed by Babuska [4] in
the form

(2.6) ' = —ra x 2 = - c o

It 7t

= — - f f<p(a\ a.2

where cp (a1, a2) is the Fourier transform.

In further consideration the following relation will be essential

(2.7) &[<p{xl±p\x2±p2)=(p(o<.\«.2)exy[±i{*1 px + u.2 p2)}.

Let us perform the Fourier transformation on Eq. (2.5)!. We find

(2.8)

Bearing in mind the definition of the Fourier transformation (2.6) and the relations.

X1 ~ — CO X2= — CO

1) = (e£al-e-'aI) f =2/ sin a1 f, etc.

occurring when (2.7) is used, Eq. (2.8) can be transformed to obtain

(2.9) fifo1, a2) 21 («X, «2) = ̂ J (a1, «2),
where

& ( a \ a2) = S'1 ®2 0 3 + »j'2 y2 ^ +;/ '2 y2 ^>2

and

o-1=2(cosa1-l), a2 = 2 (cos a2 - 1 ) ,

yi=2sinoc1 y2=2sina2 .
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On performing the inverse transformation we have

1 r P &x 0*1. «2)
(2.10) *1 = 4^- J J - g ^ r ^ - « x p [ - / ( a 1 x 1 + «aJC*)]rf«1,rfaa, etc.

— It — 71

Let us consider the case in which a force P3 = diixlSi2X2 acts at the point (£*, £2)
(unit forces acting on the nodes in the direction of the x3 axis, along a line crossing,
the point (d;1, £2). From Eqs. (2.6), we have

In our'case M 1 =0 , M 2 = 0 and we have j 1 = 0 , / 2 = 0. From Eq. (2.5)3 we have

cosa1 (xl — Z1) cos a2(x2-<?2)
(2.11)

1 r r

x J J £?(« , a2)oo
From the expressions (3.4) we find

(2.12) r/ = -^'C2JD2^, ip2=r\'C,B,x\ u^D.D.x3.

where the quantities ^ \ r/?2, w3 may be considered as Green's functions for rota-
tions and translations, due to the action of the concentrated force P3 = 1.

Let us consider now a region of a frame grid bounded in the x1 x2 plane and
extending indefinitely in the direction of the positive and negative x3-axis.

Let us assume that the translation n3 vanishes along the straight lines x1 =0 , m,
x2=0, n.

In agreement with this assumption let us assume for w3 the following double
trigonometric series

m — 1 n — 1

(2.13) u3 = ^ ^ w3
v sin a,, x1 sin /?„ x2,

; i = 1 v = l

where
\i% vn

aH = — , /?v = ~ , fi-l,2,...,m; v= l ,2 , . . . , n .

From Eqs. (2.3) we find the next functions

s i n a(t xl c o s Pvx2 > <P2 = £ PM COS a " x l s i n ^v x 2 '
J l , V

M 1 = V M^v sin aM x1 cos Ŝv x
2 , M2 = V Mjv cos a,, x1 sin 9̂V x2

 T
H, v ;t, v

P 3 = V P3
V sin aM x1 sin /?v x

2 .

On substituting these into Eqs. (2.5) we solve them, thus finding

(2.14) x1 = > 7 ^ ~ sin a , ! 1 cos /?v x
2, etc.
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Here
o = n i n2 n3 +«''2 v

2nl +w '2 V
2Z>2

where

and
ffw=2(cosafl-l), o-v = 2(cosy9v-l),

yll=2sina.li> yv=2sin/?v;

use having been made of the relations

C\ (sin a.u x
1) = sin afI (x^+2) - 2 sin «u x

1 +sin a,, (x1 - 2 ) = - y2 sin aH x1, etc.

Let us consider the particular case of forces P=\ acting along the x3-axis at the
point (i1, £2). Then, for P3 = dil-Xl 5(1X2 we have

A7v= t » O <5ji *• on X2 sin a,, x1 sin /?v x- = — - sin aH c sin pv q1.
mn 0 0 m«

In this case X=(0>0,/3), and

4 ^ sin aw c1 sin /?v £
2

{2.15) y3 = y sin a,, x1 sin [L x2.
mn z—J QHV

The rotations cp1, cp2 and the translation u3 will be found from (2.12).

Let us consider the particular case of a plane grid. In this case the grid is no more
continuous in the direction of the x3-axis, therefire we must set y=0, y=0 in (2.3) [5].

Let us consider such a plane grid in the form of an infinite strip of width
(7]=/^/,. This problem can be solved by successive application of the Fourier sine
and exponential transformation. Solution will be given for a concentrated force
acting at the point (d;1, £2) with M 1 = M 2 = 0 . The function x3 is expressed by the
equations

2 " ^ /?cosoc2(x2-<fV<x2

{2.16) ^ 3 = > sin a.,,c,1 sin ct.x1 ——; ,
mn z_J J £2W

li=l 0

where

o- 2 =2(cosa 2 - l ) , y\ = 4sin2 a2 .

The quantities <pl, (p2, u3 will be found from Eqs. (2.12). Let us consider also the
particular case in which crossed bars are connected but do not penetrate each other.
In this, case the rigidities for torsion of crossed bars should be set equal to zero
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In this particular case the solution of the set of equations (2.3) is simplified
considerably. With flexural rigidities in the directions x1, x2, we obtain for M1 =
= M2=0, the equation

(2.17) N Di
r7

where
D= AA

1(A2 ) 2( )

Let us reconsider Eqs. (2.3) for loads independent of the variable x2. We have the
equations

(2.18) Kx(p
x=Ml, K%(p*-r\'Cxu*=M2, -rj' CiV

2 + K3u
3=-P3,

where
Ki--fiAl + 6(ji + y), K2 = rj(A2

t+6) + 6y, K3=fj" A\.

The angle p1 is independent of the loads M2, P3. The set of equations (2.18) can be
solved in a very simple manner as a set of ordinary difference equations of the
second order. On introducing the expressions

(2.19) Vi-'K»Xi+fi'Cl?t u*=fj'ClX*+K2x
3

we find the functions x2, x3 by solving the equations

(2.20) QX
2 = M2, Qx3=-P3

where
Q=K2K3-n'2Cl

Knowing %2, x3 from the solution of Eqs. (2.20), we find <pz, u3 from the relations
(2.19).
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B. HoBaUKH, ,'lnyiMC|»iiiu sa^ana iyi>i o|rroroiiiuii.m.ix poCTuepKOB

CoAepxcaiiiie. B pa6oxe pacCMaTpHBaeTca TaKoJi npaBHJibHbiii npocTpaHCTBeHHuii pocTBepK,
B KOTOPOM fle<l)opMaunH onHCtiBaeTCH Mepe3 nepeMemenHs u=(0 , 0, «3) H Bpaiuenne cp {</>', ip1,0).
IlyTeM BBefleHHJi BeKTOpa x> B npocTyio CHCTeiviy pa3HOCTHbix ypaBHeHHM (2.5) BBOflHTca CHC-
Teivra Tpex pa3H0CTHwx ypaBHeHHii (2.3). IIpHBOflflTCH HecicojibKHe npHMepw pemeHHii nony-

c npHMeHeiweM KOHeiHoro cHuycoBoro npeo6pa30BannH H 3KcnoHeHu,naJibHoro npe-


